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Lineage 2 revolution class transfer quest guide

In this guide, we have the best tips for adjusting your character level in Lineage Revolution 2, while this article can be used as a general guide for any class. To find out which classes are the top 5 classes, read the Bluestacks blog post on Revolution Class 5 Lineage 2 to play. Lineage 2 is your class selection. The class you choose is very important because it determines which classes you can upgrade
when you reach level 31, the basic class is not very good, so you'll need to aim for level 31 as soon as possible. In our previous guide to the revolution. Lineage 2, we have summarized the 5 best classes currently in the game. Choose elf rogue abyss walker start class – ideal for dungeons Choose the default class of Dark Elf Rogue Bladedancer – ideal for PVP, choose dark elf warrior, start paladin class –
the easiest class to play. Choose a human warrior starting class of the Temple Knights – the best PVP tank class. Choose elf warrior's default class, level it to 31, and select your subclass when you select your class, you'll have to complete the quest automatically until you tap level 14. If you have never played Revolution Lineage 2 before, you should pay attention to what NPC (not the character played)
said in these first 14 levels. You may also find bluestacks blog posts detailing Lineage 2, Revolutionary Game Mechanics and Lineage 2, a very useful beginner revolutionary guide to help you get a head start and get quick tricks and tips to level faster. After you reach level 14, you can start grinding. If you choose one of the top 5 as we listed above, it should not take too long to grind to level 15, now you
want to exit the main quest arch and start grinding different farming points. We've identified some places below for different mob farming levels up to Level 31 Lineage 2 Revolution, the best grinding point – 1 Lineage 2 Revolutiony Best Grinding Point – 2 Lineage 2 Revolutions The Best Grinding Points – Keep in mind that you should be in 1-2 levels of each farming point before moving to the next point. If
you're struggling, go back to the previous point and raise it again. Automatic combat in revolutionary Lineage 2 makes grinding easier. We recommend installing L2: Revolution on BlueStacks so you can continue to work and not worry about power loss or disconnect. The farming place below is an open world or dungeon place. Before you start grinding, click on the small map at the top left. You can scroll
through the position, and then when you find the correct location, scroll through the list of monsters on. On the right side Click 'Go To' to walk to the automatically selected monster Lineage 2 Revolution Best Grinding Point – 4Level 14-Level 31 Best Farming Points for Level 14-31 is listed below: Level 14: Talking West Island – Red Fox Level 24: Gludin Highway – Male Skeleton Archery Level 25: Elven
Ruins Catacomb 1 – Arachne When you reach Level 31 at Elven Catacomb Ruins 1, you can choose to upgrade your class. As mentioned earlier, we recommend the top options listed above if you are unsure. We have identified the best spot to grind until you reach level 54 below: Level 31: Elven Ruins Catacomb 1 – Arachne Level 35: Elven Catacomb Ruins 2 – Shaper Level 36: Catacomb Nest Ants 1 –
Ant-Army Larvae, Ant Soldier, Ant Captain, you can stay in Ant Nest Catacomb 1 all until you reach the level at level 46, move to ant soldier, then move to Captain Ant at level 50, now you reach level 54, then it's time to take a break and start following the main quest again. The 54-level main quest gives you access to the last daily dungeon, which is worth doing when you have access. Past leveling 54 and
upgrading your past 54 leveling skills require you to grind through fighting points to reward the daily stage and finish your daily dungeon. Meanwhile, the main target of This point continues to increase your level after level 54, you will finally start collecting items through your grind to prove useful for the rest of the game. You should try to increase your passive skills first – elevate your passive skills until they
reach the highest level and focus only on your other skills afterwards. You should try to focus on your damage management skills after adding your passive, since you should focus on making stages and dungeons at level 54 and above, you may not need to go to all the grinding points listed below. Just visit each point and when you have time to grind Level 54-61: Catacomb Nest Ants 2 – Ant Larvae Level
62-65: Plains of Dion – Baroque &amp; Breka Orc Ranger Level 66-69: Plains of Dion – Screash &amp; Leto Lizardman Shaman Level 70-77: Plains of Dion – Breka Orc Infiltra Level 78-83: Catacomb Nest Ants 2 – Royal Guard Ants Level 84-93: Cruma Tower Class 2 – Mor Deo Level 94-100: Cruma Tower 2nd Floor – Master Mordeo &amp; Mordeo's 100+ Level Guard, Stadium and Dungeon after you
reach level 100, you should start to focus on fulfilling your rewards from daily dungeons and stage challenges. When grinding, focus on the grinding points mentioned below: Level 100-115 - Shrieking Hallows Level 115-130 - Cruma Tower Floor 3 Drops to watch out while you play, you have to pay attention to many items. The first item to watch is the postponement of the quest. These things will be
reduced depending on your level and can be done when you can do so. You should complete it as soon as possible. Can – It is possible to complete 12 daily quests each day and 15 weekly quests each day. Daily and weekly quests reward you with boxes of varnish, relics and other useful items. The second item to watch out for while grinding is a monster core. Each monster type in Revolution Lineage 2
drops its own monster core. Collect them to upgrade your Monster Codex level with that type of monster. Increase your Monster Codex level to get a special stats bonus. Army and party with friends One of the most important things you can do in a revolution. Lineage 2 is partying with friends, playing with friends will massively accelerate your grinding time and it will help, especially if you choose slow
leveling classes such as Knight Temple, since most AFKable content can make it possible to set yourself up with friends on BlueStacks and keep the Lineage 2 revolution in most backgrounds. Thanks for reading through our guide on how to elevate the best classes in the revolution. Lineage 2 hopes this guide will help you speed through the levels and get over 100 levels in a short time. Download
Revolution Lineage 2 on Bluestacks here and start playing now! Home » Game Guide » Quest Quest is a task that is given to the character of the player who returns a variety of rewards when finished. Most quests, especially story lines, are obtained from NPC (non-player characters). However, some quests can be easily started through the Quest menu, such as daily quests or from items such as
postponing quests. The main quest, the main quest in the revolution. Lineage 2 is to pass your character through the story of the game. Most of the in-game content is introduced to your character by NPC during the quest in the main story. Early in the run, start as a tutorial and help you with your first step in the middle of the game, unlock some of the game's content and at the end of the game unlock the
hardest place for the strongest mercenaries. Completion also provides great rewards such as Adena, experience and many items. Each world map location has the main episode of the quest, which is divided into 8-12 minor quests. When all episodes from a particular location are finished, you will be able to move to a higher position. The main quests are limited. Level and you can't start a specific episode
until your character reaches the desired level. Hello strangers, have you heard about our database? You should explore first. Transfer quest classes when your in-game characters reach level 31, you can start a class transfer quest. The Quest Transfer Class consists of 7 tasks and unlike Lineage 2 PC games, all tasks are the same for each career. Once you have completed all 7 tasks, you will be able to
choose between 2 different classes according to your current career. Your decision is permanent and irreversible. List all classes, their advantages and disadvantages, as well as The guide can be found here, mission reward named Quest 1. 50 2x Monsters (Missile Bolt) 2. Daily dungeon sorting day clear in simple mode. Prepeared Demeanor purchased item Grade C 5 2x (Ballistic Bolt) 4. Proof of
qualification received 10,000 Adena 3x (ballistic bolt) 6. Advances were achieved in adding 10,000 devices to 7. Kyrios 3x (Ballistic Bolt) Each character's daily quest can complete up to 12 daily quests each day. Only 3 daily quests can be run at the same time until the daily quest has not yet started. Accepted daily quests require tasks that need to be completed. If your character completes the necessary
tasks, you will be automatically rewarded with a small amount of experience and Adena. If your character can't complete the necessary tasks, or you don't want to waste time with a task, The Daily Quest is automatically completed after a certain period of time (about 150-300 minutes based on the grades and difficulties of the task). Daily quests are divided into grades ranging from C to R-Grade, while R-
Grade offers the highest rewards. Quest rewards also increase according to the level of your character. Quest Grade Auto Fill Time Is Now Awarded Cost Grade Multiplied By C 60 Minutes 5,000 1.0x B 120 Min 10,000 1.2x A 180 Min 15,00 0 1.5x S 240 min 20,000 2.0x R 300 min 25,000 3.0x Daily New daily, you can accept 3 daily quests simultaneously from a list of 3 existing quests. The list of existing
quests is random and you can refresh it for free up to 3 times a day and after that for 15,000 Adena per restoration. Refreshing an existing quest list gives you the opportunity for a better grade. It is important to note that only unencrypted quests will change, while any daily freshquests in progress will preserve their current work and grades. A list of possible daily quest receipts can be found below. Daily
Quest titles, daily quests, possible grade combos, experts! Get (X) Sliding: Add Weapon S Loot Collection Get (X) Monster Axis S Equipment Evolution Equipment Substat (X) Once the importance of managing the condition of use (X) HP Potions C challenger only gets a successful optimization device (X) once B, collect crystal spirits! Quests usually consist of two types of tasks: eliminate a certain number
of monsters or kill small bosses, monsters or small bosses are selected from a given region according to the level of the player. The designated region will be selected at the start of the day and remain unchanged until the next day, although the level of the player will increase significantly. The rewards for weekly quests are a fairly high experience, and Adena generally increases the number of quest
rewards to increase according to the level of your character. There are additional important rewards for a number of weekly quests of the week. In-game characters can complete up to 10 weekly quests per day, up to 60 quests per week in a week. Weekly quests can only be activated one quest at a time. Each weekly quest can be completed instantly for 50 red diamonds. The number of target main prizes
completed weekly 10 4x 20 30,000 30 4x 40 1x 50 4x 60 1x Subquest scrolling quests can be started using the drop list of quests from your inventory. These items can be obtained from certain monsters or purchased from stores. Sliding quests have their own levels and are divided into a grade range from C- to S-Grade. The prize is also affected by the level of Quest Scroll, and the character level does not
affect it. เควสเลื่อนสามารถรวมกันเปนเกรดที่สูงขึน้ถึงเกรด A และแตละชุดตองมี 5 Quest Scrolls ของเกรดต◌ํากวา S-Grade Quest Scrolls สามารถรับไดจากรานคาสําหรับ Red Diamonds เทาน้ันหรือสามารถสรางขึน้จากสูตรอาหารได C-Grade เลื่อนราคารานคา A-Grade เลื่อนราคารานคา S-Grade เลื่อนราคารานคา Lv.20 40 Lv.90 160 Lv.20 7,500 Lv.90 25,000 Lv.20 50 Lv.90 180 Lv.30 60 Lv.105 18 0 Lv.30
10,000 Lv.105 30,000 Lv.30 70 Lv.105 200 Lv.40 80 Lv.120 200 Lv.40 12,000 Lv.120 32,000 Lv.40 0 80 Lv.120 210 Lv.50 100 Lv.135 220 Lv.50 15,000 Lv.135 34,000 Lv.50 100 Lv.135 220 Lv.60 120 Lv.150 240 Lv.60 18,000 Lv.150 35,500 Lv.60 125 Lv.150 230 Lv.75 140 Lv.165 260 Lv.75 22,000 Lv.165 37,000 Lv.75 160 Lv.165 240 Character สามารถเริ่มตนไดถึง 5 เควสยอยฟรีทุกวัน The number of
attempts can be reset by spending up to 50 Red Diamonds up to three times a day, which means that up to 20 sub-quests can be performed once. Using a new subsection scroll while another quest is in use cancels the previous item and takes one time. Quest Scrolling Lv Regional C-Grade B-Grade Award S-Grade Award 20 Gludio 900 4,000 2,600 7,000 5,200 9,000 8,600 17,000 30dio Glu Plains 1,300
15,000 3,900 52,222 000 7,500 35,000 12,800 55,000 40 Windawood Manor 1,500 18,000 4,500 30,000 10,000 40,000 15,100 70,000 00 50 junk 2,100 20,000 6,200 35,000 12,500 45,000 20,800 80,000 60 Dion plan 2,300 22,000 7,000 38,000 4,000 50,000 23,300 83,000 75 Cruma Swampland 3,000 25,000 8,900 40,000 17,800 55,000 29,700 85,000 900 3,200 28,000 9,700 45,000 19,400 60,000
32,300 90,000 105 Shrieking Hallows 3,700 32,000 11,000 55,000 21,900 80,000 36,500 125,000 120 Giran Dominion 3,900 45,000 12,000 70,000 23,000 100,000 38,000 180,000 135 Deathly Fog Shores 4,100 50,000 13,000 80,000 24,000 115,000 40,000 200,000 150 Devil's Isle 4,300 55,000 14,000 90,000 25,000 130,000 42,000 220,000 165 Haunted Necropolis 4,500 60,000 15,000 100,000 26,000
140,000 44,000 240,000 240,000
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